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The respondents husband brakesman in appellants employ was

killed by the derailment of his train The derailment was caused

by an unlocked switch being partly open At the trial the respond
ent simply gave evidence of the accident and of the damages
claimed by her resting her case on the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur

The appellant then moved for non-suit on the ground that this

doctrine was not applicable in case between master and servant

The motion was refused and the appellant proceeded to produce

evidence to rebut the prima facie case of negligence The jury

rendered verdict in favour of the respondent

Held Mignault dissenting that upon the evidence the verdict of

the jury that the condition of the switch was due to the negligence

of the appellant must be upheld
Per Anglin Brodeur and Mignault JJ.In the province of Alberta

the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur can be invoked by servant

seeking to hold his master liable for injuries sustained in the

course of his employment since the defence of common employ
ment has been taken away by statute and it was incumbent

upon the appellant to rebut the presumption of negligence

resulting from the application of the doctrine

Per Idington Anglin and Brodeur JJ.The sufficiency of the evi

dence adduced by the appellant to rebut such presumption was

wholly within the province of the jury

Per Mignault dissenting .The evidence adduced by the appellant

having completely rebutted the prima facie case of negligence re

sulting from the rule res ipsa loquitur and the respondent not having

made any affirmative proof of negligence of the appellant the jury

was not justified in finding verdict in favor of the respondent

Judgment of the Appellate Division 19201 W.W.R 909 affirmed

Mignault dissenting

PREsENTIdington Duff Anglin Brodeur and Mignault JJ

J578035
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APPEAL from the judgment of the Appellate Division

of the Supreme Court of Alberta affirming on

RAILWAY Co
equal division of the court the judgment of Walsh

HocEn with jury and maintaining the respondents action

The material facts of the case and the questions in

issue are fully stated in the above head-note and in

the judgments now reported

McCarthy K.C and McLean for the

appellant

David Campbell for the respondent

IDINGT0N J.The respondent sued as the widow

of brakeman killed in an accident on appellants

railway That accident and the consequent death of

respondents late husband were caused by the train

on which he was serving having been derailed in

passing switch which was found unlocked

There can be no doubt of the derailment having

been the result of the switch having been unlocked

Prima facie that condition of things must be attri

butablŁ to the open switch and that in turn to the

negligence of appellant The burden of proof that it

was due to some other cause than such negligence

thus rested upon the appellant Until that was estab

lished by such clear evidence that the jury could not

as reasonable men refuse to accept and act upon it

the presumption arising from the circumstances

expressed in the maxim rev ipva loquitur stands as

the guide for the jurors

The sole substantial question raised by this appeal

is whether or not the jury has by acting upon the said

presumption and unreasonably either impliedly

19201 W.W.R 909
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refused to believe or so far as believed to accept as

satisfactory rebuttal of such presumption the evidence

adduced by the appellant tending to shew that appel-
RAILWAY Co

lants servants absolutely discharged their respective
HORNER

duties and that the discharge thereof would cover all Idington

that may be involved in the charge of negligence

Now it is the province of the jury to decide as to the

credibility of each and every witness and the measure

of credibility to be given to the evidence of each

witness

The jury may properly disregard the evidence of

each witness from many points of view It may find

from his demeanour or otherwise that he is entirely

unworthy of credit

In this case there does not seem to be anything for

applying such an extreme view as to any of the wit

nesses especially in view of the expressions in the

learned trial judges charge There is however very

much in the ordinary experience of life which the jury

could well apply in this case and that is that he on

whom the duty is cast and is daily many times dis

charging with absolute care and accuracy may from

time to time through great variety of causes omit to

discharge

Such man in good faith is apt to persuade himself

that he had actually discharged his duty when as

matter of fact he had entirely forgotten to do so pr

failed from some cause to perform it

Yet in such case of failure his master may be

legally liable for the negligence involved if injury to

another results therefrom

The jury in such case must use the best judgment

it can and its verdict is only reviewable and reversible

by an appellate court if such as no twelve men could

reasonably arrive at on the evidence presented
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In this case or any other where the jury may have

1ANDI been of less number do not regard the exact number

RAjLwArCo of twelve jurors as governing though present it as

HoiNIE what has been so often presented by the highest

Idinton courts in England where twelve is the number of

jury selected to try an issue of fact

The jury was confronted with the problem of

deciding whether the unlocked switch was the result of

negligence on the part of some one of the servants of

the appellant or criminal interference by some

stranger

The evidence tendered to rebut the former depended

in almost every instance bearing on that aspect of the

case upon the unsupported evidence of single

witness who may have been mistaken If any link

in that chain of events thus failed the whole defence fails

And we should not forget the very serious conse

quences presented to the mind of each of such wit

nesses tempting him to persuade himself that he must

have discharged his duty when in fact he may have

failed to do so

As to the possibilities of the switch being left un

locked Farrell witness for the appellant who had

been brakeman on its trains testified that he had

found switches unlocked but not very often

should have preferred to have seen this point

pressed upon others For what it is worth it shews

that appellants servants are not quite as infallible

as it pretends herein

The alternative question presented to the jury of

whether or not the unlocking in question herein was

the result of strangers to the service having improperly

meddled with the lock seems unsupportable by any

evidence worth considering
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The fact of someone having taken on the Sunday in

question hand car used by the section foreman and

apparently ridden on it for some miles away to RAILWAY Co

point where it was found later is relied upon as if Ho1uR

important Idington

One can easily understand how and why some idle

men or boys on Sunday or holiday might be tempted

to do such thing It seems however an incident

quite incapable of explaining why they or such like

idlers should engage in the far more serious criminal

conduct of unlocking the switch and deliberately

planning the wreck of the train in question or any

other passing over the point in question

Moreover the switch was at part of the country

five or six miles away from any habitation but one

other than that of its foreman and there was not the

slightest effort made to attach blame to that party or

indeed to any party

If there had been any reason to believe that it was

the work of any persons designing to wreck the train

some trace would probably have been found of such

persons

The death of three men and the ruin of property

in cars and otherwise which must have resulted

would have so aroused public attention and the

public authorities as to have disclosed if any founda

tion in fact for such theory something more than

commonplace incident of someone taking ride

on hand-carleft as it was to tempt the idlers to so

use it

There was never suspect much search made for

the alleged criminal unlocking of the switch Probably

nobody believed that theory and it was only looked

on as fit to ask judges and juries to accept it
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Tc my mind the whole of the hints thus thrown out

CANADIAN as to the cause of the accident are not deserving of
NORTHERN

RAmWAY Co serious consideration as an alternative to the possi

HORNER bilities indeed probabilities of the unlocked switch

Idington being the result of neglect

Before parting with the hand-car incident cannot

forbear remarking that its exposure to such use was

apparently the result of carelessness on the part of the

foreman on whose inspection of the switch so much

reliance is placed Alternatively he seems to have

felt he was in such deserted district so remote from

possible marauders that he was quite safe in doing so

Yet we are asked to presume on such slender

thread of0evidence as adduced that the jury coming to

like conclusion were in doing so acting as no set of

reasonable men could do and hence set aside their

verdict

The point was made in argument here that other

trains had passed over unhurt

It is admitted in evidence that such going in one

direction would not be affected by the condition of the

switch but contended that one had preceded the one

in question and passed in safety going in same direction

Hence it is argued that assuming we have an account

of all trains run on the part of the road in question

there was nothing happened for at least twenty-four

hours out of which could have arisen the neglect of

duty in question

That would be cogent though by no means

conclusive argument had the appellant proven as it

should have done if possible that there was no other

train passing which needed to use the switch and left

-it unlocked

It is said by counsel for appellant that no such

point ivas made in argument below
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Whether that be correct or not does not matter

It is the evidence we have to be guided by and not the HD
argument of counsel RAmwAY.Co

doubt much however if it was not present to the HoRNER

minds of the learned judges in the court below for Idington

find Mr Justice Ives in writing his judgment had

properly looked for such evidence and found it in the

answer of Mr Irwin superintendent of appellant on

his examination for discovery as follows

224 When prior to the accident was the switch in question

last operated 17.20 July 5th that would be 5.20 P.M
225 And that train proceeded out of the upon the main

track going west Yes Sir presume it did dont know whether

it went in and backed through or went into the other switch first and

came out of this My opinion is they would head intothis switch and

back through the other one but am not prepared to say

Mr Justice Ives held that this answer to 224 having

been put in by respondents counsel is sufficient

It seems to me quite clear that the party so testifying

could not swear to that needed to make effective

proof meeting the point raised and is only assuming it

am unable with great respect to agree with that

view of Mr Justice Ives as to the weight to be attached

to this but pleased to find that he felt as do the

need of some such evidence to make any possible

defence for appellant out of the movement of trains

may remark in passing that the learned Chief

Justice relied on other grounds entirely in which

with respect cannot agree

am quite unable to understand why or by what

process of reasoning fellow servant who had nothing

to do with the switch in question could be debarred

or his representatives be debarred from reliance on

the maxim of res ipsa loquitur which is nothing but

concise expression of common sense applied to cir

cumstantial evidence
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It is equally applicable to every phase of common
CANADIAN sense use of circumstantial evidence
NORTHERN

RxLw21AY
Co

could hardly be applied to the case of man in

Ho1R
charge of switch injured by his own neglect or his

Idington
representatives founding an ac Iion on such injury

There are many other things incidental to the

inquiry which should have liked before giving

favourable ear to appellant to have heard good

deal more relative to

One of these was the question of the light on this

switch and the angle at which the target was set when

the train was approaching the point in question and

another as to the results found after the accident in the

situation of the switch and light in something more

tangible and satisfactory than what appears in evidence

The frame in which the switch was set is sworn to

have been undisturbed after the accident If so

why was the light so found as it was not giving light

and the target turned as it was

And if not the result of the accident why was it

passed instead of stopping

And again the neglect of someone to lock the switch

after using it may have been productive of much in

its many possible movements as the result of trains

passing over the point in question either way

On these points the evidence is left in rather

unsatisfactory condition

The following evidence is worth considering

Juryman You state this train was the first one that went

over the switch before the accident If you went over that and

that switch was apparently open would it have any effect on your

trainA None whatever

Your train would not close the switch or throw it wider open
Well it might it would but it would spring back to about half way

It would not affect your train at allA No
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It suggests in the first place that the jury was

possibly quite as alive to the several questions thus

raised as we can be and that the passage of the trains RLWx Co

upon which so much reliance is placed by appellant HOBNR

may have had much to do with the changes in the Idington

switchs position if left unlocked Such shaking and

disturbance of the switches unchained may have had

much more serious results upon an unlocked switch in

relation to the accident in question than the evidence

discloses

In conclusion should say that for great many

years this Court has refused in any way to interfere

with the measure of damages as left by the courts

below even when we have felt them excessive If

the courts below cannot find therein ground for

granting new trial then we should not interfere

There must be an end if possible to litigation being

prolonged

agree so fully with what has been well said by the

learned judges below taking the view do of this case

that rely thereon as well as on the foregoing reasons

in reaching the conclusion that this appeal should be

dismissed with costs here and below

DUFF J.This appeal was argued by Mr Mc
Carthy with his usual force and ingenuity but it is

unnecessary in my judgment tO enter upon any of

the interesting general questions discussed agree

with the majority of the Appellate Division that from

the circumstances in evidence the jury might properly

infer that the condition of the switch was due to the

negligence of somebody for whom the appellants are

responsible and think the jury by their finding

expressed this conclusion with sufficient clearness
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ANGLIN J.Read together as think they should

be the answers of the jury to the first and second

RMLwAY Co
questions submitted to them cover findings

HORNER
that the cause of the derailment which resulted

Anin in the death of Homer was the switch in question

not being properly set and locked

that the existence of this state of affairs was

attributable to the defendants and

that it amounted to actionable negligence

These findings unless they are not sustainable

sufficed in my opinion to warrant the entry of judg

ment for the plaintiff for such damages as she was

entitled to recover

That the derailment was caused by an unlocked

switch being partly open is common ground The

plaintiff offered no evidence to shew how the switch

came to be in that condition invoking the doctrine

res ipsa loquitur to establish prima facie responsibility

of the defendants for its being so That if attribu

table to an act or default of them or their servants

the position of the switch amounted to actionable

negligence is neither questioned nor questionable

Nor does it seem open to doubt that if the plaint

iffs husband had been passengerif the relation of

master and servant had not subsisted between him

and the defendant companyupon the fact that the

derailment was caused by partly open switch being

established or admitted the applicability of the

doctrine r.es ipsa loquitur would have been incon

testible

The switch belonged to and was under the manage

ment of the defendants in the ordinary course of

things it could not have been half open as it was

unless the defendants servants in charge of it had
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failed in some respect to use proper care in the absence

of explanation by the defendants it would be reason-

able for jury to infer that the switch was not properly
RAILWAY Co

closed and locked because of some want of care on HORNER

the part of those servants Scott The London and Anglin

St Katherine Docks Co Flannery Waterford

and Limerick Rly Co
Mr McCarthy strongly contended however that

the fact that Homer was an employee of the defend

ants excludes the applicability of res ipsa loquitur

That and the sufficiency of the evidence adduced by

the defendants to establish that they and their servants

had fully discharged their duty in regard to the switch

and thus to lead to the inference that its admittedly

improper psition was ascribable to the intervention

of some foreign agency for which they were not account

able or at least to render unwarrantable the inference

that it was attributable to them were the main

grounds of the ppea1

That res ipsa loquitur cannot ordinarily be invoked

by servant seeking to hold his master liable for

injuries sustained in the course of his employment is

due to the fact that the injury may have been caused

by the fault of fellow servant for which at common
law the master would not be liable or it may be to

the fault of the servant himself Where it is qua11y

probable that the master may or may not be liable no

presumption of liability can arise But when as in

Alberta the defence of common employment has

been taken away by statute and the master is liable

to servant for injuries due to the neglect of fellow

employee if the servant injured was himself neither

responsible for nor in position to know the existence

of the danger which caused the injury complained of

596 Jr 11 C.L 30
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there seems to be no reason why he should not be

entitled to invoke the doctrine res ipsa loquitur as if

RmwAY Co he were stranger In my opinion upon the admitted

HORNER facts of this case the plaintiff was clearly justified in

Anglin invoking that doctrine In all probability the switch

would not have been unlocked and partly open as it

was found immediately after the derailment unless

there had been neglect of duty by some servant of

the defendants At least that was an inference which

tribunal of fact could properly draw

The sufficiency of the evidence adduced by the

defendants to rebut that inference by shewing that their

servants had fully discharged their duty in regard to

the position of the switch was eminently matter for

the jury The credibility of the witnesses ho deposed

to the discharge of their several duties in regard to the

closing of the switch or seeing that it was closed

was for the jury to determine Counsel for the

respondent very properly pointed out that while there

was the positive evidence of Neil Macdonald brake

man on train which had used the switch twenty-

four hours before the derailment that he had closed

and locked it the conductor of that train upon whom

the companys rules cast the duty of seeing that every

switch used by this train is left in proper position

was not called as witness and there was no satis

factory evidence that other trains had not used the

switch in the interval Mr McCarthy answers that

the train despatchers sheet was produced -and shewed

every train operating in the division during the

period in question He also stated that the failure to

call either the conductor or the train despatcher is

urged here for the first time It is impossible to

know whether the jury discredited the evidence of

Neil Macdonald and that of Jordan the section
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foreman who testified that he saw the switch locked

on the morning of the day of the accident or whether

they inferred pro prio motu from the failure to call the RAILWAY Co

train despatcher that some other train or engine bad HORNR

used the switch during the day of the accident Anglin

Mr McCarthy also relied very much on evidence

that another train travelling in the same direction

as that on which the unfortunate Homer was en

gaged had safely passed over the switch about eleven

hours before the derailment This is no doubt cogent

evidence but its conclusiveness depends wholly on the

sufficiency of the proof that there had been no legitimate

use of the switch during the intervening eleven hours

It is common ground that the opening of the switch

by accident if it were locked was an impossibility

Interference with it by mischevious boys as was

suggested would be to say the least highly improb

able The opening of it by design by any unauthorized

adult would be criminal act such as should not be pre

sumed While if trying the case on the evidence in

the record and without seeing the witnesses might

have been disposed to consider that the presumption

of actionable fault arising under the doctrine res

ipsa loquitur was sufficiently met am unable to say

that jury properly instructed as the jury in this

case admittedly was could not reasonably have

reached the contrary conclusion

While the verdict was undoubtedly large having

regard to the facts that the man who was killed was

only twenty-six years of age that he was in good

health and in good standing as railroad man that

he had been already promo.ted to the rank of con

ductor and apparently had excellent prospects for

future advancement that he was earning at the time

of his death about $175 month and that the plaint-
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if aged twenty-three years and two children of tender

age survive him am not prepared to say that the

RAILWAY Co amount of the judgment is so excessive that we would

HOENER be justified in setting it aside on that ground

AnglinJ
The appeal in my opinion fails

BRODEUR J.This is railway accident The

plaintiffs husband was employed as brakeman on one

of the appellants trains which derailed at switch

west of Peace River Station Three men were killed

amongst whom was this brakesman In inspecting the

wreck it was found that the switch was half open

and that the derailment was due to that

The plaintiff proved her case in establishing the

accident and the condition of the switch and of the

railway line at this place She rested her case on

the maxim or as prefer to call it on the rule of

evidence res ipsa loquitur

The defendant company then moved for non-suit

on the ground that this rule of evidence does not

apply as between master and servant The trial

judge dismissed the defendants application and the

company called evidence

This evidence is to the effect the switch had been

opened the night before for the passage of train

that it had been properly locked after closing it

that on the day of the accident some trains passed in

both directions and nothing strange was seen in

cnnection with this switch which appeared in good

order that about an hour before the accident happened

train going west passed at that place and the switch

looked all right and that when the eastbound train on

which the brakesman IHorner was working passed the

switch was half open
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Now how this change in the switch came to happen

no evidence is adduced to shew It was left to the

jury as question of inference If the verdict had RAThwAT Co

been general verdict it would without doubt have HOENER

to be sustained because there is enough of evidence Brodeur

to leave to the jury the inference that the accident

was due to the negligence of the company But the

verdict was not general one It is stated that the

defendant was guilty of negligence and they assign

as cause of the negligence that the switch was not

properly set and locked and that it caused the

derailment and wreck of the train In other

words the answer appears to be finding of the

cause of the accident rather than fixing of the

responsibility for it

But as they have in answer to the first question

found expressly that there was negligence on the part

of the railway company their finding may be due to

the fact that they may not have believed some of the

witnesses for the defence or they may have drawn the

inference that the accident was due to the fault of the

employees of the company

As to the rule of evidence res ipsa loquitur it should

be observed that the exclusion of the rule in the case

of master and servant is based upon the doctrine of

common employment In Alberta legislation was

passed by which this doctrine of common employ

ment has been discarded and am of the view that

the rule of evidence should be fully observed in

system of legislation where the doctrine of common

employment is no more in force

For these reasons would dismiss the appeal with

costs

1578036
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MIGNATJLT dissentiæg.The respondents hus

CANADIAN band was killed in an accident on the appellants
NORTBERN

RAmwAY Co railway and in a.suit against the appellant she obtained

HOBR from the jury verdict for $25000 which subsequently

Mignault to the appeal by the appellant to the Appellate Division

of Alberta she reduced to $20000

The facts fortunately give rise to no dispute between

the parties Late at night on Sunday July 6th 1919

freight train known as Extra East No 2047 of the

appellant was derailed at Peace River Junction

place where there is practically no settlement and the

respondents husband who as head end brakeman

was riding in the cab of the engine was killed as

were also the engineer and fireman At the place

where the locomotive was derailed loop line known

as the used to permit trains to change their

direction leaves the main line and extends to branch

of the railway to the north which branch also leaves

the main line short distance further east The

cause of the derailment was discovered immediately

by the conductor the rear end brakeman and an

employee who was riding as passenger all three of

whom were in the caboose and were uninjured the

rear part of the train not having left the rails This

cause was that the switch connecting with the

was about half open so that the wheels of the engine

the tender and the first fifteen cars left the rails and

the engine in which Homer was riding was thrown

over onto its right side The switch or rather the

sever handle by which it was operated was usually

held in place by locked padlock but after the acci

dent this padlock was found unlocked The lamp

of the switch was not burning after the accident and

as matter of fact it then received blow which

would have sufficed to put out the light had it been
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burning The switch lever handle was raised and

was pointing across the main line while the target

was very nearly parallel with the main line At that RAILWAY Co

place there is curve and the evidence seems to shew HORNER

that from the engine of train No 2047 approaching Mignault

the switch the lamp would have shewn green if it

was then lighted as it must have been for otherwise

it would have been the duty of the engineer who bad

full view of the switch for mile and half before he

reached it to stop his train It is therefore not

unreasonable to assume that the light was then burn

ing and showed green This however is and can

only be surmise for none of the ill-fated occupants

of the locomotive cab survived to tell the story

In her action claiming on her behalf and on behalf

of her children $30000 damages for her husbands

death the respondent alleged three grounds of negli

gence against the appellant

In running the said train at the time and place of the said

occurrence at an excessive and dangerous speed

In permitting or causing the said switch to be set or placed

improperly to allow the said train to pass along and upon the main

track safely

In having defective switch and railway tracks at the time

and place of said occurrence whereby the said locomotive was caused

or allowed to leave the railway tracks as aforesaid

Of these three grounds the first and third may be

disregarded because none of them were found by

the jury

At the trial the respondent made formal evidence

of the accident by caffing physician to prove the

cause of death and by putting in parts of the examina

tion on discovery of Mr Irwin superintendent of the

first division western district of the appellants rail

way and also of the damages claimed by her and

15680361
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then declared that she rested her case and refled on

the doctrine of res ipsa loquitur The appellant having

RAiLWAY Co moved for non-suit the question of this doctrine

HORNEB and its applicability between master and servant was

Mignau1J argued and the trial was adjourned to give the learned

trial judge time to examine the authorities The

following day the learned trial judge refused the motion

but the respondent nevertheless derided to put in

additional parts of the examination of Mr Irwin with

the object apparently of further establishing negli

gence on the part of the appellant The motion for

non-suit was renewed at what was termed the second

close of the respondents case and was again denied

The appellant then proceeded to call witnesses to

wit its servants and officials in order to rebut any

prima fade case resulting from the rule res ipsa loquitur

assuming its applicability in case like this will

have to discuss this evidence in detail so will immedi

ately quote the answers made by the jury to the ques

tions submitted by the learned trial judge

Was the death of Homer caused by the negligence of the

defendant Yes
If so in what did such negligence consist Of switch

known as west main track switch leading to the at Peace River

Junction not being properly set and locked causing the derailment

and wreck of train known as Extra East No 2047

If the plaintiff is entitled to recover what amount of damages

is she entitled to recover $25000 .twenty-five thousand dollars

Before discussing the rule of evidence res ipsa

loquitur the first point to be considered is whether

it applies in master and servant case like this one

having regard to the state of the law in the province of

Alberta

It is broadly stated in text books such as Beven on

Negligence 3rd edition 130 and Haisbury Laws of

England vol 21 439 note that this rule does
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not apply between master and ervant But on

referring to the cases cited by them Patterson

Wallace Love grove London Brighton and South RAJLWA Co

Coast Rly Co where dictum of Willes at HORNER

692 is quoted it is seen that the fellow servant rule Mignault

was there applied and in cases governed by that

rule it is clear as stated by Willes that

it is not enough for the plaintiff to shew that he has sustained an injury

under circumstances that may lead to suspicion or even fair infer

ence that there may have been negligence on the part of the defend

ant but he must go on and give evidence of some specific act of negligence

on the part of the person against whom he seeks compensation

And the same eminent judge at 691 of the same

report said that

there can be no doubt that the person injured and the person whose

negligence caused the injury were fellow servants

am therefore disposed to think that because of

the fellow servant rule which applies except in

matters governed by Workmens Compensation Acts
in almost every jurisdiction subject to the common

law the maxim res ipsa loquiturwhich is no more

than presumption of negligence that the defendant

must rebuthas been considered inapplicable in

master and servant cases But the fellow servant

rule has been excluded in Alberta by chapter 98 of

the Ordinances of the North West Territories whereby

is was enacted that

It shall not be good defence in law to any action against an

employer or the successor or legal representative of an employer for

damages for the injury or death of an employee of such employer that

such injury or death resulted from the negligence of an employee

engaged in common employment with the injured employee any
contract or agreement to the contrary notwithstanding

Macq H.L.Sc 748 16 C.B.N.S 659
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Therefore inasmuch as the liability of the master

for injuries suffered by his servant is in Alberta the

RAILWAY Co same as his liability for injuries inflicted on stranger

H0RNER would not be disposed to qualify the application of

Mignault the maxim res ipsa loquitur by distinguishing one case

from another And there is no authority that know

of which excludes this maxim between master and

servant in jurisdiction where the rule as to common

employment has been repealed by statute This

point now stands to be determined by this court for

the first time and think it must be determined

against the contention of the appellant

Now as to the rule res ipsa loquitur rule of evi

dence hive said and very reasonable one it is

now firmly established and its scope is well shewn Jy

the following quotations from the opinions of eminent

judges

In Christie Griggs Sir James Mansfield C.J
observed that

when the breaking down or overturning of coach is proved negli

gence on the part of the owner is implied He has always the means

to rebut this presumption if it is unfounded and it is now incumbent

on the defendant to make out that the damage in this case arose

from what the law considers mere accident

The defendant in that case haying made evidence

concerning the cause of the accident the Chief Justice

said

There was difference between contract to carry goods and

contract to carry passengers For the goods the carrier was answer

able at all events But he did not warrant the safety of the passengers

His undertaking as to them went no further than this that as far as

human care and foresight could go he would provide for their safe

conveyance Therefore if the breaking down of the coach was purely

aŁcidental the plaintiff has no remedy for the misfortune he has

encountered

Camp 79
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In Carpue London and Brighton Rly Co

Lord Denman said CANADIAN
NOBTUERN

RAILWAY Co
It havmg been shewn that the exclusive management both of the

machinery and of the railway was in the hands of the defendants it HORNER

was presumable that the accident arose from their want of care unless Mim1t
they gave some explanation of the cause by which it was produced

which explanation the plaintiff not having the same means of know

ledge could not reasonably be expected to give

In Byrne Boadle the case of barrel falling

from building on the plaintiff Pollock C.B

expressed himself as follows

The fact of its falling is prima fade evidence of negligence and the

plaintiff who was injured by it is not bound to shew that it could not

fall without negligence but if there are any facts inconsistent with

negligence it is for the defendant to prove them

In Scott London and St Katherine Docks Co

Erie C.J said at 601
There must be reasonable evidence of negligence But where the

thing is shewn to be under the management of the defendant or his

servants and the accident is such as in the ordinary course of things

does not happen if those who have the management use proper care it

affords reasonable evidence in the absence of explanation by the

defendants that the accident arose from want of care

In Kearney London Brighton and South Coast

Ry Co case of brick falling from bridge and

injuring person passing under it Cockburn C.J

stated

Where it is the duty of persons to keep premises or structure

of whatever kind it may be in proper condition and we find it out of

condition and an accident happens therefrom it is incumbent upon
them to shew that they used that reasonable care and diligence which

they were bound to use and the absence of which it seems to me

may fairly be presumed by the fact that there was the defect from

which the accident had arisen Therefore there was some evidence

to go to the jury however slight it may have been of this accident

having arisen from the negligence of the defendants and it was incumb

ent on the defendants to give evidence rebutting the inference arising

from the undisputed facts

Q.B 747 at p.751 596

11862 722 L.R Q.B 411
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In Flannery The Waterford and Limerick Ry
Co the plaintiff had been injured by the derailS

RAiLwAY Co ment of train in which he was travelling Palles

HOBE C.B followed Scott London St Katherine Docks

MignaultJ Co and at 39 said

am of opinion that as the railway the engine and the waggon

were under the defendants management and as the circumstance

of the wagon leaving the rails does not happen in the ordinary course

of things if due care is used the fact of the accident was sufficient

evidence to call upon the defendants to shew that there was no negli

gence on their part

think therefore that the circumstances of this

case and the fact of the open and unlocked switch

which undoubtedly caused the derailment suffice to

establish prima fade case of negligence making it

incumbent on the defendant to rebut the presumption

of fault resulting therefrom

If the appellant has sufficiently rebutted this

presumption there is no doubt that it cannot be held

liable for Homers death Christie Griggs

Readhead Midland Ry Co This is therefore

the question that must be determined by carefully

examining the evidence adduced by the appellant

In so far as the switch is concernedand in view

of the jurys finding need not consider the other

grounds of negligence set up in the respondents

statement of claim but may say that the appellant

established that the equipment of the train its air

brakes as well as the railway itself were in perfect

conditionit was proved tp be one of the best switches

on the line It was last used in connection with the

the evening before the accident Six miles

west of the switch is summer resort Alberta Beach

and an excursion train had ruTn from Edmonton to

JR 11 C.L 30 Camp 79

596 L.R Q.B 412
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this resort on Saturday July 5th without stopping

at Peace River Junction On the return trip this CANADIAN
NORTHSEBN

train left Alberta Beach about 8.45 P.M and stopped RAIlWAY Co

at this switch to go into the in order to turn the HORNER

train Neil Macdonald the head end brakeman on MignaultJ

this train opened the switch to let the train go on to

the track He swore that after the train had

passed on this track he set the switch in normal

position parallel with the main line placed the lever

handle down and locked it This witness was not

cross-examined by the respondent

The next day Sunday the 6th of July the day of

the accident Jordan the appellants section foreman

as was his duty inspected the switch between 10 and

11 oclock in the forenoon He testified that it was

in good condition then that the lever handle and

lock were in proper place properly locked and that

the switch was set for the main line He said that on

Sundays people are often on the trackit is to be

remembered that Alberta Beach is six miles away
and that his hand car which was some distance east

was stolen that afternoon and taken to near St Albert

also to the east of the switch The switch lamp was

then burning He had .often inspected the switch

and never found it unlocked

Another freight train of the appellant known as

extra 2147 west had twice passed the switch along

the main line that Sunday First coming from

Edson which is west of Peace River Junction it

passed the switch about noon going east without

stopping The engineer of this train Fallon swore

that the switch then was all right and that had it

been wrong the train would have been derailed for

it was going in the same direction as Homers train

went that same night Returning towards Alberta
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Beach that evening his train passed the switch between

CANADIAN and oclock and went on to Alberta Beach where
NORIHEEN

RAmwAY Co it was crossed by Homers train No 2047 which did

HoR not stop at Alberta Beach and continued on to the

Mignault east and was derailed at the switch as already stated

Fallon the engineer of train 2147 being on the north

side of the locomotive the switch was on the south

side of the line could not see the switch when he

went on that evening to Alberta Beach but the

fireman Wellington and the head end brakeman

Farrel of train 2147 were in position to see the switch

as they passed and both swore that the switch was

then all right the target shewing all right for the

main line and Farrel said that had the switch handle

been in horizontal position facing north he would

have noticed it and that he saw nothing like that

It was however stated by Wellington that if the

switch was open an inch or two as his train .rent west

it would not affect the train at all and that the flanges

of the wheels would bring it over into its proper place

As to this another witness of the appellant Jordan

confirmed this last statement saying that train

going west would close the switch but that it would

spring to certain extent afterwards None of the

men on the train 2147 could say whether the switch

light was burning when this train passed the switch

going west that evening for it was not then dark

enough to notice the light

As have said train 2047 on which Homer was

riding passed train 2147 at Alberta Beach going east

It was derailed at the switch about half an hour

afterwards and have described the condition in

which the switch was then found unlocked the

lever handle raised and pointing to the north across

the main line
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Of the witnesses called by the appellant the learned

trial judge said in his charge to the jury

Now think may say with perfect propriety that in my opinion RAthAY
Co

the railway company has acted with great candour and with great
HORNER

fairness in the number and class of the witnesses whom it has placed Miault

before you It seems to me that they practically exhausted the wit-

nesses who were able to cast any light upon this tragedy and it is to

be commended for that Those mcn who were called were without

exception all employees of the railway company There has not been

suggestion made against their perfect honesty and am very glad

that that is so These men struck me as being fair-minded honest

intelligent men who gave evidence they did give with perfect candour

and straightforwardness That is myopinion of them You may have

different opinion am simply expressing my own opinion but there

is no suggestioh that simply because they are employees of the railway

company they twisted their evidence to suit the purpose of their

employer We all know in these days at any rate that the sympa
thies of railway men are just as apt to be with each other as they are

with their employer However Mr Campbell was exceedingly fair

in his conduct of this case and has not made the slightest imputation

against the perfect honesty of the various witnesses called by the

defence So that you have had these men before you you have heard

from them their story and it is for you to say now upon review of all

the evidence whether in your opinion this unfortunate accident occur

red through the negligence of the railway company

Elsewhere the learned trial judge said

feel quite justified in saying that in my opinion all the evidence

that could be given has been given in this case except perhaps the

evidence of the man by whom tins switch was opened and who appar

ently is not known to any person and you are entiiled to draw such

inference from all the evidence as that evidence will justify

It was contended on behalf of the respondent that

the jury may not have believed the testimony of

these witnesses whose credibility however was in no

way impeached by her counsel and the straight

forwardness of whose evidence was testified to by the

trial judge that they may not have believed Mac
donald who said that he set and locked the switch for

the main line on the Saturday evening and he was not

cross-examined by the respondents counselnor

Jordan who on Sunday forenoon found the switch
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locked and set for the main linenor the train crew

of train 2147 If the jury did not believe this evidence

RAilwAY Co there is nothing in the verdict to shew it for the

HORNEB negligence which they found was that the switch was

Miwiault not properly set and locked which obviously refers to

its condition at the time of the derailment and involves

no necessary disbelief in the testimony of Macdonald

and Jordan that it had been properly set and locked

the evening previous and was so set and locked on

the forenoon of Sunday And this testimony was

conclusively corroborated by the fact that train 2147

passed the switch safely at noon on Sunday going

east for had the switch been in the condition in which

it was that evening at the time of the derailment this

train would unquestionably have been derailed

The only possible difficulty to my mind is that it

might perhaps be said that the open and unlocked

condition of the switch at the time of the accident

justified the inference that Macdonald when he said

that he had closed it the night before and Jordan

when he testified that it was closed and locked between

10 and 11 of the forenoon of Sunday were mistaken

and should be discredited That inference might

have had some weight had train 2147 not passed the

switch safely going east at noon on Sunday but with

this fact standing out would not think that any jury

would be justified in disregarding the positive evidence

made by the appellant that the switch had been

properly set and locked Indeed the evidence as to

the prior condition of the switch is all one way and is

so strongly corroborated that it would seem almost

mockery if verdict finding that the switch had not

been properly set and lOcked when last used could be

supported by suggesting that perhaps the jury had

not believed this evidence And as have already
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said construe the jurys answer as referring merely

to the condition of the switch at the Lime of the acci- CANADIAN
NORTHERN

dent and not to its previous condition that day and RAILWAY Co

the evening before EOBNER

think that taken with what the learned trial Mignault

judge said to the jury when they were recalled after

discussion of objections to the charge the jurys

answer to question must bear this construction

The learned trial judge said

told you at the start of my charge that the plaintiff by simple

proof of the fact that this accident had occurred had imposed upon
the company the onus of proving that it did not occur through its

negligence think made myself quite plain as to that And it

follows from that of course that if the company has not satisfied you
that the accident did not occur through its negligence then it did not

discharge that onus and the plaintiff is entitled to verdict

The appellants counsel did not object to this

direction which in my judgment may say so with

deference goes beyond what is incumbent on the

defendant in such cases See Christie Griggs

and Readhead Midland Ry Co But the jury

being told that the simple proof of the accident imposed

on the company the onus of proving that the accident

did not occur through its negligence and that if the

company did not prove this the plaintiff was entitled

to verdict naturally considered the open and unlocked

switch which caused the accident as being itself the

negligence they found against the defendant in answer

to the first question and that is the verdict they

rendered

So we have this result if the respondents contention

is sound that because the jury finds that the switch

was unlocked and unset at the time of the accident

evidence of regular inspection of the switch positive

Camb 79 Q.B 412
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proof that when inspected that day it was locked and

set for the main line in fact evidence that the appel

RAILWAY Co lant used reasonable care and diligence and did all

RoINR that human care and foresight could suggest to ensure

Mignault the safety of its line is all of no avail to rebut what

obviously is mere presumption under the rule res

ipsa loquitur

cannot concur in this result which would impose

on the railway company the obligation of an insurer

towards those who travel on its lines For it is obvious

that the best organized and most carefully guarded

human systems may and do occasionally fail But

when the railway company has done all that human

care and foresight can suggest to render its lines

safe to the public and to its own employees an occur

rence like the one under consideration is as much

pure accident as is the breaking of an axle-tree through

hidden flaw in its welding And where there has

been as here regular and careful inspection of the

switches of the railway unless it be held that the appel

lant is obliged to have an employee in constant attend

ance at each of it switches must find that the

appellants evidence completely rebuts and destroys

the prima facie casefor it is oniy prima facie

casewhich results from the rule res ipsa loquitur

The respondent was thus without evidence of the

negligence which she alleged and which was the very

basis of her right of actioil and the appellant was

entitled to verdict in its favour Under these

circumstances the verdict for the respondent appears

to me entirely perverse

may add that at the argument asked counsel

for the appellant what criticism be had to make of

the evidence adduced by the appellant He said

first that the conductor of Macdonalds train whose
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duty it was as well as of Macdonald himself to see

that the switch opened for that train had been properly

closed and locked should have been called to corrob- RAnwAyCo

orate Macdonald In view of the fact that possibly HORNER

the conductor did not verify this for otherwise he Mignault

would no doubt have been called his testimony would

have been useless and the learned counsel who had

not even cross-examined Macdonald should not

therefore criticise the non calling of this conductor

second criticism was that the appellant had not

proved that no train since Macdonalds train had

used this switch The learned counsel probably

forgot that he had himself proved this fact by putting

in question and answer No 224 of Irwins testimony

on discovery which read as follows

When prior to the accident was the switch in question last

operated 17.20 July 5th that would be 5.20 P.M

would therefore allow the appeal and dismiss the

respondents action

Appeal dismissed with costs

Solicitors for the appellant Short Cross Maclean

McBride

Solicitors for the respondent Friedman Lieberman


